Proposed Citywide
Sign Ordinance
Presentation to the
Planning and Land Use Management Committee

Tuesday, August 9, 2011

B a c k g r o u n d
Late 2008: Ordinance revision process begins, as pending court
rulings threaten to invalidate sign ordinance
March-April 2009: Proposed ordinance approved by CPC and PLUM
May 2009: Ordinance reviewed by City Council; put on hold
pending litigation
November 2010: City wins favorable court ruling; ordinance revisions

begin again, focusing on items with the most
consensus
Feb-July 2010: Several rounds of coordination, drafting and
redrafting with stakeholders and City departments

O v e r v i e w
The proposed sign ordinance will:
Define new rules for the establishment of Sign Districts, tightening
eligibility criteria and adding a sign reduction requirement
Establish a three-tiered system by which deviations from the sign
ordinance may be requested
Provide regulations for digital signs in regard to brightness, duration of
messages, and message changes
Increase penalties for sign code violations to improve compliance with the
sign regulations

Enact other changes to improve clarity, consistency, enforceability, and
legal defensibility

Items for Follow-Up
Existing Off-Site Signs. There are issues to be addressed surrounding
the permitting or “repermitting” of off-site signs constructed before the
city’s ban took effect.

Sign reduction and relocation. To study whether a citywide program
could be developed for the removal of existing off-site signs in exchange
for construction of new off-site signs.
Revenue generation. To study whether off-site signage could be allowed
on City property to help generate revenue for City programs.
Digital Displays. Beyond the three standards proposed in the ordinance,
there are other aspects of digital signage that should be regulated.

Settlement Agreement Signs. A legislative method is needed to address
signs affected by the settlement agreements.

Key Provisions

Key Provisions:

Sign Districts
Provision

Current Code

Proposed Change
from Current Code

Summary of
Reason for Change

Eligibility to
apply for
Sign
Districts

All C and M
zones; R5 in
regional centers,
redevelopment
areas

Limit to regional
centers/regional
commercial and
greater downtown
area

Off-site signage can help
create a vibrant sense of
place in areas that are
regional hubs of commerce,
culture, entertainment, or
regional transport.

At least 1 block
or 3 acres

At least 5,000 feet of
street frontage or 15
acres

Off-site signage can be
appropriate in true districts,
not through “spot zoning”
of individual properties

Size of
proposed
Sign District

How Much is 5,000 Linear Feet?
Example: Downtown

One block =
about 1,800
linear feet
3 blocks =
5,400 linear
feet

How Much is 5,000 Linear Feet?
Example: Downtown

One block =
320’ x 580’
2 blocks +
= 5,140
linear feet

How Much is 5,000 Linear Feet?
Example: Hollywood

Total
frontage =
5,105 linear
feet

How Much is 5,000 Linear Feet?
Example: Hollywood

Total
frontage =
5,125
linear feet

How Much is 15 Acres?
Example: Downtown

One block =
about 4.3
acres
4 blocks =
17.2 acres

How Much is 15 Acres?
Example: Hollywood

Total
acreage =
16.2 acres

Sign District Size Comparison
Street Frontage
Proposed Minimum

5,000

LASED (L.A. Live),
Convention Center & Arena

19,000

Hollywood Signage SUD

26,400

-
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Sign District Size Comparison
Acreage
Proposed Minimum

15

LASED (L.A. Live),
Convention Center & Arena

89

Hollywood Signage SUD
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Key Provisions:

Sign Districts
Provision

Current Code

Proposed Change from
Current Code

Summary of
Reason for Change

Sign
Reduction

Not required

To install new off-site
Provides the city’s only
signs, existing off-site signs method of reducing off-site
must be removed at a ratio sign clutter. Supports offof more than 1:1
site sign ban by preventing
(except rehabilitation projects
a net increase in off-site
in historic districts, under
signage citywide.
specified conditions)

Processes
that can
allow offsite signs

Specific Plans
and Sign
Districts

Specific Plans can be
Sign Districts, and
established anywhere in the
Comprehensive Sign
city. Sign Districts provide
Programs (with limitations)
consistency of sign review.

Key Provisions:

Relief Mechanisms
Provision

Sign
Adjustment

Current
Code

Proposed Change
from Current Code

Summary of
Reason for Change

Up to 20% beyond
sign area and height;
all requests for
location, shape, time
limit, etc.

Three-tiered system for
different degrees of relief.

Zone
Variance
required for All other requests for
Sign Variance all deviations permitted sign types
from the sign
For larger projects
regulations
with multiple signage
Comprehensive
requests and/or
Sign Program
internal off-site signs
(up to 10% off-site)

Adjustment for minor
deviations; Variance for
more major requests;
Comprehensive Sign
Program for larger
properties with unique
signage needs

Key Provisions:

E n f o r c e m e n t & Pe n a l t i e s
Provision

Current Code

Amount of
penalties

Noncompliance
fee $550 +
inspection fee
$336 = one-time
fee of $886

Time to
correct

30 days + 15 day
appeal period

Appeals

Processed by
Dept of Building
& Safety

Proposed Change
from Current Code

Summary of
Reason for Change

Off-Site Signs: $2,500
To increase compliance with
to $48,000 / day,
the sign regulations. Current
based on size and
fees are too small compared
number of violations.
to profitability of signs.
On-Site Signs: $2500.
15 days including
appeal period

Dept of Building & Safety
recommends 15 days is
sufficient; extenuating
circumstances can be
worked out with Inspector.

No change

Current appeals system
functions well and in a
timely manner.

Key Provisions:

Digital Displays
Provision

Brightness

Message
duration

Message
transition

Current Code

Proposed Change
from Current Code

Summary of
Reason for Change

3 foot-candles

3500 candelas per
square meter
daytime; 600 at night

Standards developed for
Wilshire Grand project
resulted from careful study
with sign lighting experts

N/A

8 seconds minimum

Standard widely accepted
by cities and the outdoor
advertising industry

N/A

Instant transition or
1-2 seconds if
“fading”

Instant transition was
standard for Wilshire Grand;
1-2 seconds is widely
accepted standard

Other Key Provisions
Provision

Current Code

Hazard to
Traffic

DBS refers signs
with 500 feet of
a freeway to DOT
for hazard review

Right of
Private
Action

Previous
proposal would
have allowed
private citizens
to take legal
action again sign
code violators.

Proposed Change
from Current
Code

Summary of
Reason for Change

Remove the
current provisions.

Hazard due to driver
distraction is too difficult to
determine. Driver distraction
risks are mitigated by digital
display standards.

Remove the
proposed
provisions.

City Attorney’s office advises
that these provisions are too
open for abuse. Penalties and
criminal enforcement are
better ways to improve code
compliance.

Other Key Provisions
Provision

On-site sign
definition

On-site sign
regulations

Current Code

Proposed Change
from Current
Code

Summary of
Reason for Change

Simplify and clarify
DBS recommends a clearer
A sign that is not
both definitions
standard with fewer “holes”
an off-site sign,
(on-site and offfor signs that have the impact
as that term is
site) using language of off-site signs despite fitting
defined.
from State code
the on-site sign definition
Previous
proposal
contained
stricter
regulations for
on-site signs.

Only technical
clarifications

The previously proposed
provisions were very
controversial and the
concerns surrounding them
could not be resolved.

Key Provisions:

Application Fees
Type of Application

Fee

Comprehensive Sign Program
(Section 14.4.24)
Amendment of Comprehensive Sign
Program
(Section 14.4.24)
Sign Variance (Section 14.4.23)

$11,738
$31,316
$5,748

Sign Adjustment (Section 14.4.22)

$5,370

Plan Approval – Sign Variance
(Section 14.4.23 C)
Plan Approval – Sign Adjustment
(Section 14.4.22 C)

$5,754

$6,448

$5,754

Key Provisions:

“Grandfathering”
• Defines whether the current or the proposed
regulations would apply to “pipeline” projects that
have already undergone significant review
• Sign Districts initiated or applied for could proceed
under the current regulations
• Specific Plans initiated or applied for could proceed
under the current regulations, except that signs must
be reviewed as part of a Sign District
• Future amendments to “pipeline” projects would be
reviewed under the new regulations

“Grandfathering”
List of Pipeline Projects
Pending Sign Districts
Metro Universal
Metropolis
Mid-Town Crossing
Figueroa and Olympic
Seward addition to Hollywood Sign Dist.
City West
Koreatown
Figueroa Corridor

“Grandfathering”
List of Pipeline Projects

Specific Plan or Special ordinance requested to be
amended to change the signage allowed:
Convention Center Modernization and Farmers Field Event
Center
USC Specific Plan

Boyle Heights Mixed Use (Wyvernwood)
Los Angeles International Airport
NBC/Universal Evolution Plan
Warner Center

Questions /
Comments

